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rodin
Banned

Joined: 09 Dec 2006
Posts: 2224
Location: UK

Posted: Sat Jun 20, 2009 7:40 pm    Post subject: COINTELPRO Techniques against internet forums

Quote:

COINTELPRO Techniques for dilution, misdirection and control of a internet forum..

There are several techniques for the control and manipulation of a internet forum no matter what, or who is on it. We will go
over each technique and demonstrate that only a minimal number of operatives can be used to eventually and effectively gain
a control of a 'uncontrolled forum.'

Technique #1 - 'FORUM SLIDING'

If a very sensitive posting of a critical nature has been posted on a forum - it can be quickly removed from public view by
'forum sliding.' In this technique a number of unrelated posts are quietly prepositioned on the forum and allowed to 'age.' Each
of these misdirectional forum postings can then be called upon at will to trigger a 'forum slide.' The second requirement is that
several fake accounts exist, which can be called upon, to ensure that this technique is not exposed to the public. To trigger a
'forum slide' and 'flush' the critical post out of public view it is simply a matter of logging into each account both real and fake
and then 'replying' to prepositined postings with a simple 1 or 2 line comment. This brings the unrelated postings to the top of
the forum list, and the critical posting 'slides' down the front page, and quickly out of public view. Although it is difficult or
impossible to censor the posting it is now lost in a sea of unrelated and unuseful postings. By this means it becomes effective
to keep the readers of the forum reading unrelated and non-issue items.

Technique #2 - 'CONSENSUS CRACKING'

A second highly effective technique (which you can see in operation all the time at http://www.abovetopsecret.com) is
'consensus cracking.' To develop a consensus crack, the following technique is used. Under the guise of a fake account a
posting is made which looks legitimate and is towards the truth is made - but the critical point is that it has a VERY WEAK
PREMISE without substantive proof to back the posting. Once this is done then under alternative fake accounts a very strong
position in your favour is slowly introduced over the life of the posting. It is IMPERATIVE that both sides are initially presented,
so the uninformed reader cannot determine which side is the truth. As postings and replies are made the stronger 'evidence' or
disinformation in your favour is slowly 'seeded in.' Thus the uninformed reader will most like develop the same position as you,
and if their position is against you their opposition to your posting will be most likely dropped. However in some cases where
the forum members are highly educated and can counter your disinformation with real facts and linked postings, you can then
'abort' the consensus cracking by initiating a 'forum slide.'

Technique #3 - 'TOPIC DILUTION'

Topic dilution is not only effective in forum sliding it is also very useful in keeping the forum readers on unrelated and
non-productive issues. This is a critical and useful technique to cause a 'RESOURCE BURN.' By implementing continual and
non-related postings that distract and disrupt (trolling ) the forum readers they are more effectively stopped from anything of
any real productivity. If the intensity of gradual dilution is intense enough, the readers will effectively stop researching and
simply slip into a 'gossip mode.' In this state they can be more easily misdirected away from facts towards uninformed
conjecture and opinion. The less informed they are the more effective and easy it becomes to control the entire group in the
direction that you would desire the group to go in. It must be stressed that a proper assessment of the psychological
capabilities and levels of education is first determined of the group to determine at what level to 'drive in the wedge.' By being
too far off topic too quickly it may trigger censorship by a forum moderator.

Technique #4 - 'INFORMATION COLLECTION'

Information collection is also a very effective method to determine the psychological level of the forum members, and to
gather intelligence that can be used against them. In this technique in a light and positive environment a 'show you mine so
me yours' posting is initiated. From the number of replies and the answers that are provided much statistical information can be
gathered. An example is to post your 'favourite weapon' and then encourage other members of the forum to showcase what
they have. In this matter it can be determined by reverse proration what percentage of the forum community owns a firearm,
and or a illegal weapon. This same method can be used by posing as one of the form members and posting your favourite
'technique of operation.' From the replies various methods that the group utilizes can be studied and effective methods
developed to stop them from their activities.

Technique #5 - 'ANGER TROLLING'

Statistically, there is always a percentage of the forum posters who are more inclined to violence. In order to determine who
these individuals are, it is a requirement to present a image to the forum to deliberately incite a strong psychological reaction.
From this the most violent in the group can be effectively singled out for reverse IP location and possibly local enforcement
tracking. To accomplish this only requires posting a link to a video depicting a local police officer massively abusing his power
against a very innocent individual. Statistically of the million or so police officers in America there is always one or two being
caught abusing there powers and the taping of the activity can be then used for intelligence gathering purposes - without the
requirement to 'stage' a fake abuse video. This method is extremely effective, and the more so the more abusive the video
can be made to look. Sometimes it is useful to 'lead' the forum by replying to your own posting with your own statement of
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violent intent, and that you 'do not care what the authorities think!!' inflammation. By doing this and showing no fear it may be
more effective in getting the more silent and self-disciplined violent intent members of the forum to slip and post their real
intentions. This can be used later in a court of law during prosecution.

Technique #6 - 'GAINING FULL CONTROL'

It is important to also be harvesting and continually maneuvering for a forum moderator position. Once this position is obtained,
the forum can then be effectively and quietly controlled by deleting unfavourable postings - and one can eventually steer the
forum into complete failure and lack of interest by the general public. This is the 'ultimate victory' as the forum is no longer
participated with by the general public and no longer useful in maintaining their freedoms. Depending on the level of control
you can obtain, you can deliberately steer a forum into defeat by censoring postings, deleting memberships, flooding, and or
accidentally taking the forum offline. By this method the forum can be quickly killed. However it is not always in the interest to
kill a forum as it can be converted into a 'honey pot' gathering center to collect and misdirect newcomers and from this point be
completely used for your control for your agenda purposes.

CONCLUSION

Remember these techniques are only effective if the forum participants DO NOT KNOW ABOUT THEM. Once they are aware of
these techniques the operation can completely fail, and the forum can become uncontrolled. At this point other avenues must
be considered such as initiating a false legal precidence to simply have the forum shut down and taken offline. This is not
desirable as it then leaves the enforcement agencies unable to track the percentage of those in the population who always
resist attempts for control against them. Many other techniques can be utilized and developed by the individual and as you
develop further techniques of infiltration and control it is imperative to share then with HQ.

http://theinfounderground.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=4198

...should be a sticky on all forums
_________________
Belief is the Enemy of Truth www.dissential.com

Back to top   

Thermate911
Moderate Poster

Joined: 16 Jul 2007
Posts: 932
Location: UEMS

Posted: Mon Jun 22, 2009 9:50 am    Post subject:

Hmm, really activist-friendly site this 'theinfounderground.com' ! I was going to offer to edit their piece above to improve
credibility but on my first visit...

Quote:

Information

You have been permanently banned from this board.

Please contact the Board Administrator for more information.

Reason given for ban: You are using Tor. Due to abuse, connections using Tor are not accepted

A ban has been issued on your IP address.

I scent a honeypot and excessive paranoia - why?
_________________
The 9/11 debate is over. 4 facts:
Thermite - http://tinyurl.com/mdmxqj
Pentacon - www.citizeninvestigationteam.com/
No flights AA11&77 on 9/11 - http://tinyurl.com/nmpsfl
K.S."I make up stories"M - http://tinyurl.com/m5wnxw

Back to top  

rodin
Banned

Joined: 09 Dec 2006
Posts: 2224
Location: UK

Posted: Mon Jun 22, 2009 11:36 am    Post subject:

Thermate911 wrote:

Hmm, really activist-friendly site this 'theinfounderground.com' ! I was going to offer to edit their piece above to improve
credibility but on my first visit...

Quote:

Information

You have been permanently banned from this board.

Please contact the Board Administrator for more information.

Reason given for ban: You are using Tor. Due to abuse, connections using Tor are not accepted

A ban has been issued on your IP address.
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I scent a honeypot and excessive paranoia - why?

You may be right. I was alerted to them via Rense and the more credible WRH who both linked to an excellent 911 thread there.
The forum run by Irish guy calling himself 'Ognir' who is a regular guest with DBS.

How do you rate Chris Bollyn, DBS, Eric Hufschmidt (latter has distinctly dubious family connectivity). DBS is particular has a
wealth of source documents and books linked which IMO is no bad sign. But you have to wonder about ANY truth site that is not
hacked out of existence.

Difficult times even for the discerning

edit

BTW if legit they are right to be cautious. I have seen forums infiltrated and destroyed from within. Some now have a tight door
policy
_________________
Belief is the Enemy of Truth www.dissential.com

Back to top   

Thermate911
Moderate Poster

Joined: 16 Jul 2007
Posts: 932
Location: UEMS

Posted: Mon Jun 22, 2009 11:53 am    Post subject:

rodin wrote:

How do you rate Chris Bollyn, DBS, Eric Hufschmidt (latter has distinctly dubious family connectivity). DBS is particular has a
wealth of source documents and books linked which IMO is no bad sign. But you have to wonder about ANY truth site that is
not hacked out of existence.

Difficult times even for the discerning

edit

BTW if legit they are right to be cautious. I have seen forums infiltrated and destroyed from within. Some now have a tight
door policy

To answer your last comment first, using Tor alone gives no root power on target sites! ;-) Just means track back is nearly
impossible. Any reasonably competent hacker has a far superior range of tools with which to cover his/her tracks.

As for the sites you mention, personally I don't go there any more, prefering filtration through the sieve of WRH and the like. DBS
in particular eventually struck me as a limited hangout - not so limited at that... Having said that, I cannot help but admire
Bollyn's tenacity, whatever secret agenda he pursues.

Yeah, difficult times and getting difficoulter by the day. The carbuncle should explode 'real soon now' - it's getting excessively
smelly.
_________________
The 9/11 debate is over. 4 facts:
Thermite - http://tinyurl.com/mdmxqj
Pentacon - www.citizeninvestigationteam.com/
No flights AA11&77 on 9/11 - http://tinyurl.com/nmpsfl
K.S."I make up stories"M - http://tinyurl.com/m5wnxw

Back to top  

granden
Validated Poster

Joined: 04 Mar 2009
Posts: 12

Posted: Mon Jun 22, 2009 12:43 pm    Post subject: Forum disruption techniques - David Myatt, Anton Long

David Myatt, Anton Long, Blackpresence and BBC Ouch

Re this thread

http://www.911forum.org.uk/board/viewtopic.php?t=17524&sid=b8b7c5d4702 9836f428dfde3b86bb283

I have observed many of these tactics at first hand on a series of message boards hacked, closed down, disrupted and controlled
by the pseudonymous Mr. Anton Long. The common feature of these message boards was that they were mostly for
Afro-Caribbean and disabled people. Why anyone would see a message board for disabled people as a political threat is unclear.

I hadn't realized these techniques were so formalized and widespread. This blog

http://truthisgolden.wordpress.com

(or here)
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http://bnvillage.blogono.com/

only really scratches the surface. However, it does show screenshots of some of these tactics in operation. Anton Long now has
full control of the BBC Ouch! disability forums using technique 6, plus bullying, censorship, topic dilution, hacking, arbitrary
banning and then 'local enforcement', which includes attacks on disabled people. And before you ask, no the police wont help.

The same strategy is being used on Afro-Caribbean forums. The genuine ones like BLINK and The Voice have been shut down or
disrupted. 'Honeypots' like Blackpresence and BN Village have been set up in their place.

Back to top  

Moon-in-Taurus
Validated Poster

Joined: 22 Oct 2008
Posts: 53
Location: Surrey

Posted: Mon Jun 22, 2009 12:58 pm    Post subject:

Dis-synchronous posting, didn't see links directly above, chilling.

What do WRH and DBS stand for?

So nice to see this being talked about openly. It's the very sort of thing that stops a cautious person ever posting on forums at
all.
I'm just sitting here in the corner, dribbling and munching my toes (metaphorically, though not a state of post-modern angst) .
But I did think it was worth mentioning that a favourite hang-out of mine has recently had a few passers-by from the United
States Op-Ed site.

They were of particular interest because they had managed to maintain a voice by resisting rude language and forbidden topics.
Even so they have recently been banned, even an editor, for criticising mein fuhrer Obama.

Such a shame in the land of the free.

Back to top  

rodin
Banned

Joined: 09 Dec 2006
Posts: 2224
Location: UK

Posted: Tue Jun 23, 2009 9:03 pm    Post subject:

WRH What Really Happened

DBS Darryl Bradford Smith
_________________
Belief is the Enemy of Truth www.dissential.com

Back to top   

fish5133
Site Admin

Joined: 13 Sep 2006
Posts: 1286
Location: Wirral

Posted: Tue Jun 23, 2009 11:49 pm    Post subject:

This site is getting on average 2 new user accounts per day. Most never posting, some just using it to post ads, some obviously
spying/gleaning info. Wonder how many sleepers there are waiting to pounce?
On top of all that there is the balance of maintaining free speech, keeping the site "kosher" by binning or sectioning off material
that may give the site a bad name (unnecesarily so). As well as personal spatz between posters.
soldier on
_________________
JO911B.
"for we wrestle not against flesh and blood but against principalities, against powers, against rulers of the darkness of this world,
against wicked spirits in high places " Eph.6 v 12

Back to top   

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Sat Jun 27, 2009 8:05 am    Post subject: Re: Forum disruption techniques - David Myatt, Anton Long

granden wrote:

David Myatt, Anton Long, Blackpresence and BBC Ouch

This guy "granden" - who uses dozens of sockpuppets and 'nyms - is a troll and a cyber stalker who has an obsession about
Myatt, as witness his hundreds of posts over the past two years on forums and messages boards and now on around half a
dozen blogs.

His anonymous messages are full of malicious and downright libellous assumptions and allegations for which he gives no evidence
whatsoever, and when challenged to provide evidence, he states that such as request for evidence is "a threat". LOL!

See for example
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http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread460793/pg1

For more info on this poster see

http://magemyatt.wordpress.com/2009/06/19/myatt-obsessed-anonymous-cow ard-to-get-his-reward/

and also

http://magemyatt.wordpress.com/2009/06/17/more-false-allegations-about -anton-long/

Back to top  

Thermate911
Moderate Poster

Joined: 16 Jul 2007
Posts: 932
Location: UEMS

Posted: Sat Jun 27, 2009 3:16 pm    Post subject:

raffy wrote:

See for example

http://www.abovetopnonsense.com/forum/thread460793/pg1

Why would any serious researcher into the genuine crimes of the PTB want to waste time on such diversions & distractions?
Answers on a postcard please and spooks need not apply.
_________________
The 9/11 debate is over. 4 facts:
Thermite - http://tinyurl.com/mdmxqj
Pentacon - www.citizeninvestigationteam.com/
No flights AA11&77 on 9/11 - http://tinyurl.com/nmpsfl
K.S."I make up stories"M - http://tinyurl.com/m5wnxw

Back to top  

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Sat Jun 27, 2009 4:17 pm    Post subject:

Thermate911 wrote:

spooks need not apply.

True, and it has been rumored for years that Myatt - the subject of posts here and elsewhere on the Net by "granden" - is a
spook.

Strange that "granden" - in his hundreds of posts and on his many blogs - never ever mentions this.

On the subject of David Myatt being a spook, see

http://www.cosmicbeing.info/rumours/myatt-5gw.html

The above article, BTW, is quite well referenced.

Back to top  

Pugwash
Moderate Poster

Joined: 04 Dec 2007
Posts: 157

Posted: Sat Jun 27, 2009 4:57 pm    Post subject:

Off-topic note:-
Moon-in-Taurus wrote.

Quote:

What do WRH and DBS stand for?

BTW : NWO : LOL : IMO
Such abbreviations may be readily understood by regular users of this site and those familiar with text-speak. It should be borne
in mind however that messages posted here and for access to casual visitors also, and for those whose first language is other
than English such abbreviations are unfathomable.

Back to top   

granden
Validated Poster

Joined: 04 Mar 2009
Posts: 12

Posted: Tue Jul 28, 2009 11:19 am    Post subject:

Raffy is not what he seems. Probably best not to click on any of his links until you have looked at these:

http://www.declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/nazi.html

http://rigorousintuition.yuku.com/topic/821/t/David-Myatt-Searchlight- article.html
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http://bnvillage.blogono.com/

http://www.truthforum.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=1583&sid=4664394 9697a756a24edeb258645e8ee

http://kerridelacruz.wordpress.com

When raffy had rational questions put to him here:

http://www.truthforum.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=1583&sid=4664394 9697a756a24edeb258645e8ee

He refused to answer every one. Why?

Back to top  

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Tue Jul 28, 2009 7:31 pm    Post subject:

granden wrote:

Raffy is not what he seems

Stop using argumentum ad hominem - and linking to the same malicious accusations you have made, or unproven accusations
by others - in an attempt to mask your abject failure to supply any evidence for your malicious and anonymous accusations.

Just answer the following question and do the following:

1) Do you believe Myatt is or was a covert MI5 operative?

2) Post evidence for your claim that Anton Long (whoever he is) - and not you posing as Anton Long - posted threatening
messages on some message forums.

3) Post evidence that Anton Long is David Myatt, or stop insinuating or implying or claiming that he is.

4) Post evidence that Anton Long was somehow involved in a physical attack on a disabled women - or stop making these
anonymous and hate-filled accusations.

5) If you seriously believe that Anton Long was somehow involved in a physical attack on a disabled women then report the
matter to the Police, and post here the Incident number which the Police are obliged to give you.

That the Police have fully investigated the attack you have made numerous anonymous posts about and found no such link as
you drone on and on about, just shows that you have some sort of obsession with Myatt and seem determined to try and
discredit him by posting malicious and anonymous and libelous messages about him on the Internet.

Those few here interested in Anton Long vis-a-vis Myatt might care to read the following items which indicate Anton Long is not
now and never has been Myatt:

http://magemyatt.wordpress.com/2009/07/05/who-is-anton-long/

http://magemyatt.wordpress.com/2009/07/24/even-more-about-david-myatt- and-anton-long/

Back to top  

TonyGosling
Editor

Joined: 25 Jul 2005
Posts: 6627
Location: St. Pauls, Bristol,
England

Posted: Tue Jul 28, 2009 8:01 pm    Post subject:

You've got a bit of a cheek raffy criticising granden for being anonymous.

raffy wrote:

your abject failure to supply any evidence for your malicious and anonymous accusations.

_________________
www.thisweek.org.uk
www.abolishwar.org.uk
www.elementary.org.uk
www.radio4all.net/index.php/series/Bristol+Broadband+Co-operative
http://utangente.free.fr/2003/media2003.pdf
"The maintenance of secrets acts like a psychic poison which alienates the possessor from the community" Carl Jung
https://217.72.179.7/members/www.bilderberg.org/phpBB2/

Back to top    
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granden
Validated Poster

Joined: 04 Mar 2009
Posts: 12

Posted: Wed Aug 05, 2009 1:57 pm    Post subject:

Thank you TonyGosling - I did wonder if anybody else had noticed!

For those who are interested there is an extra post related to this over on:

http://www.truthforum.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=1583&sid=4664394 9697a756a24edeb258645e8ee

The following little snippet from the 'AboutMyatt' site, poses a few more questions for raffy to answer.

"Myatt has always denied being a Satanist, and has asserted that:

(a) He once – and decades ago, in the 1970’s and before he entered the novitiate of a Nazarene monastery – had a purely
academic interest in the Occult as part of his Faustian desire to “seek wisdom and understanding”;

(b) He once – in the early 1970’s while active as a Nazi and again before he entered the novitiate of a Nazarene monastery –
“conceived a plan to use or if necessary create secret Occult-type groups” with the subversive aim of using them to further his
plan to “create a revolutionary situation which a National-Socialist group might take advantage of”. However, he soon abandoned
this plan because “the meagre achievements were far outweighed by the problems these groups caused.”

Later in this passage we read:
"Myatt gave a clue as to the real identity of Anton Long in an 1997 interview with Nick Lowles when he admitted to doing a favor
for a “long standing friend”. This friend was, at that time, an Oxford academic."

Would this 'favor' be the use of a Reading PO Box number to distribute Satanist literature for 'The Order of Nine Angles' ? And was
that same Box number, the one that Myatt used, to run his nazi 'National Socialist Movement' organization from? You remember
raffy, the organization that David Copeland joined, just before he maimed and murdered all of those adults and babies?

You see the problem most normal people will have with your 'position' raffy, is that they don't know anyone who has 'a purely
academic interest in the Occult'. Nor have they ever had the slightest inclination to ' create secret Occult-type groups with the
subversive aim of ....blah blah". Some people's reaction on reading this, might be, 'NUTTER!'. And then when they see you
constantly talking about Satanism on websites which also discuss David Myatt - they wonder. They wonder why David Myatt ever
got involved in Satanism at all. Someone who has a history of dabbling in Satanism, is much more likely to be a Satanist now, than
a person who has had no involvement at all. Can you see how it might look to the casual observer raffy?

Two very prominent characteristics of psychopathic disorders are as follows:
1) Intensely devious behavior.
2) In the latter stages, there is a complete inability to empathize with other human beings - even when that empathy would
assist the psychopath in gauging the gullibility of potential victims. This causes the psychopath to continue lying about his
crimes, long after everyone else knows the truth.

So when screenshots of Anton Long threatening a disabled woman in 2006 turn up, raffy expects everyone else to believe that
this is part of an evil smear campaign. But you must admit raffy, you are the one who keeps linking to weirdo Satanist websites
which repeatedly refer to Anton Long. With your documented history of involvement with Satanism, murder, fascism, bombing,
racist violence - isn't it a tad more likely that it was you who threatened a disabled woman back in 2006, rather than me?

I'm not a Satanist raffy and I haven't linked to any Satanist websites, but you have. Why would you do that?

Having established that you have strong, provable, documented links with Satanism - whereas I have none - we can re-examine
the Kerri Delacruz case.
Shortly after these blogs:

http://kerridelacruz.wordpress.com
or,
http://kerridelacruz.iblog365.com

were published, a number of very cruel 'parody' blogs were released. They used virtually identical tags and URLs to the originals.
However, they openly insulted Kerri Delacruz and trivialized the terrible ordeal she suffered. One of the tags in these blogs was
'Anton Long's' 'Order of Nine Angles', the Satanist sect which was being run from the same Reading box No. as David Myatt's
'National Socialist Movement'. Even more significantly, these vile blogs were linked to members of the 'Death Metal' community. At
the time of writing, If you Google 'Anton Long, David Myatt and Death Metal' it brings up several entries about the connection
between Death Metal and Satanism. I found some on

www.scribd.com

Bearing in mind the immediate hostile reaction from the Death Metal 'community' to the Kerri Delacruz blog, it is not inconceivable
that the youths who attacked this woman were recruited from Death Metal forums by Anton Long.

With this in mind, perhaps people might like to look at what self confessed Satanist 'Anton Long' was saying to a disabled woman
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back in 2006 (see blogs above).

Long's comments are totally weird and show distinct similarities to the equally nasty things said by Kerri Delacruz's attackers. The
uniquely obsessive language used by both 'Anton Long' and the youths, raises the the question of whether these young people
were manipulated by a much older man.

A similar question might be asked about David Copeland. He joined the 'National Socialist Movement' - an organization run by
much older men - and shortly afterwards he committed a series of horrendous crimes.

In the final analysis, the internet is not a court of law. It is a place where we can use our common sense. If somebody has a very
dodgy past, most people will automatically take this into account when examining new claims of wrongdoing.

Back to top  

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Wed Aug 05, 2009 9:03 pm    Post subject:

TonyGosling wrote:

You've got a bit of a cheek raffy criticising granden for being anonymous.

On the contrary, I am not the one making malicious and libellous accusations against someone, as the poster here does, and has
done scores of times on numerous other forums.

I am just asking for evidence and correcting the multitude of errors that this anonymous poster makes.

Back to top  

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Wed Aug 05, 2009 9:19 pm    Post subject:

granden wrote:

I did wonder if anybody else had noticed

Well, I have noticed that you have avoided posting any evidence at all for your anonymously made malicious and libellous
accusations, and merely resorted yet again to argumentum ad hominem and posted more accusations and posted the same old
links to your blogs which contain your malicious and libellous accusations, and more of your paranoid assumptions.

Perhaps you hope that by using The Big Lie technique - making the same accusations time and time again on as many forums as
you can - some people will believe them.

You are beginning to sound like someone who has a pathological hatred of and an obsession with Myatt.

granden wrote:

Having established that...

You have established nothing; you have provided no evidence - just made further accusations and assumptions and failed to
answer all the questions I asked in a previous reply.

So, like I said before, answer the following question and then do the following:

Quote:

1) Do you believe Myatt is or was a covert MI5 operative?

2) Post evidence for your claim that Anton Long (whoever he is) - and not you posing as Anton Long - posted threatening
messages on some message forums.

3) Post evidence that Anton Long is David Myatt, or stop insinuating or implying or claiming that he is.

4) Post evidence that Anton Long was somehow involved in a physical attack on a disabled women - or stop making these
anonymous and hate-filled accusations.

5) If you seriously believe that Anton Long was somehow involved in a physical attack on a disabled women then report the
matter to the Police, and post here the Incident number which the Police are obliged to give you.

Back to top  

raffy
Minor Poster

Posted: Thu Aug 06, 2009 4:28 am    Post subject:
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Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

granden wrote:

Would this 'favor' be the use of a Reading PO Box number to distribute Satanist literature for 'The Order of Nine Angles' ?

The ONA never used a Reading PO Box. Yet another factual error by you.

granden wrote:

And was that same Box number, the one that Myatt used, to run his nazi 'National Socialist Movement' organization from?

Yet another incorrect assumption by you.

The NSM contact point was a London BM address used by Steve Sargent, not Myatt.

Yet another factual error by you.

granden wrote:

the organization that David Copeland joined, just before he maimed and murdered all of those adults and babies?

And your point is what, exactly?

By the time Copeland joined the NSM, Myatt had left and had converted to Islam.

granden wrote:

You see the problem most normal people will have with your 'position' raffy, is that they don't know anyone who has 'a purely
academic interest in the Occult'.

Yet another asinine assumption by you.

Hordes of people have an academic - merely curious - interest in the Occult. Here's one - Professor Kaplan who wrote about Myatt.
Ever heard of Colin Wilson?

What about Catherine Lowman Wessinger; James Lewis? Blah blah blah.

granden wrote:

screenshots of Anton Long threatening a disabled woman in 2006

You keep repeating this lie - the reputed screenshots only show that some anonymous person used the name Anton Long.

Like I said - even you could have registered there under the name Anton Long, posted such messages, and then, using another
anonymous identity claimed (as you do) that "Anton Long" posted such messages.

granden wrote:

Having established that you have strong, provable, documented links with Satanism

You have established nothing - just made yet another accusation.

You just state:

granden wrote:

when they see you constantly talking about Satanism on websites which also discuss David Myatt

What websites? What articles by me "talking about satanism"?

granden wrote:
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a number of very cruel 'parody' blogs were released.

Yes, put up by you in your obsession.

granden wrote:

Bearing in mind the immediate hostile reaction from the Death Metal 'community' to the Kerri Delacruz blog,

Links?

granden wrote:

it is not inconceivable that the youths who attacked this woman were recruited from Death Metal forums by Anton Long.

I might as well claim that "it is not inconceivable that the youths who stole a car last night on the Blackbird Leys estate were
recruited by Anton Long". LOL!

granden wrote:

perhaps people might like to look at what self confessed Satanist 'Anton Long' was saying to a disabled woman back in 2006

Like I keep saying, the reputed screenshots only show that some anonymous person used the name Anton Long.

They are not proof or evidence of anything other than some anonymous person used the name Anton Long, possibly or most
probably in an attempt to smear Anton Long.

granden wrote:

A similar question might be asked about David Copeland. He joined the 'National Socialist Movement' - an organization run by
much older men - and shortly afterwards he committed a series of horrendous crimes.

Again, your argument - such as it is is fallacious.

Your argument is along the following lines:

Young Mister W joins the Labour Party

The Labour Party is run by older men

Therefore, a crime committed by Mister W shortly after he joins the Labour Party is a result of him being influenced by older men.

The fact, established by the Police, is that Copeland acted alone.

granden wrote:

In the final analysis, the internet is not a court of law. It is a place where we can use our common sense.

In the final analysis, the Internet is the place where you make repeated anonymous accusations against someone, and the place
where - when you are asked to supply evidence for your malicious and libellous accusations - you resort to fallacious argument
and argumentum ad hominem and fail to answer the questions asked of you, such as: do you believe Myatt is or was a covert MI5
operative?

Back to top  

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Thu Aug 06, 2009 6:35 am    Post subject:

granden wrote:

For those who are interested...
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"granden" seems to be stuck in the late 1990's with his rants about alleged former MI5 operative David Myatt, who - interestingly
- was (1) a Muslim convert preaching Jihad and (2) supporting suicide attacks at the time of 9/11 and 7/7, two facts which
"granden" mysteriously fails to mention.

The world - and Myatt - have moved on, as "granden" might have discovered if he had taken the trouble to read about Myatt's
Numinous Way philosophy.

Myatt's Numinous Way is here:

http://www.davidmyatt.info/

I suggest you also and especially read some of the many items on Myatt's pathei-mathos site, such as

http://www.davidmyatt.info/pathei-mathos/change_perspective.html

where Myatt states:

Quote:

I have been, for many decades, wrong; misguided. Or, rather, I misguided myself, allowing idealism and a perceived duty to
triumph over, to veil, my humanity. My good intentions were no excuse, even though, for nearly four decades, I made them
an excuse, as idealists always do. For, during all the decades of my various involvements - of my arrogant interference based
on some abstraction - I sincerely believed I was doing what was "right", or "honourable", and that such suffering as I caused,
or aided, or incited, was "necessary" for some ideal to be born in some "future".

But now my inescapable reality is that of a personal empathy, a personal compassion, a simple, quiet, letting-be; a knowing
that such answers as I have, now, are just my answers, and that I have no duty other than to be human, to gently strive to be
a better human being through reforming myself by quietly cultivating empathy and compassion.

You should also read

http://www.davidmyatt.info/pathei-mathos/so_many_tears.html

Go read

http://www.davidmyatt.info/pathei-mathos/no_ideology.html

where Myatt states

Quote:

Thus, and to give one pertinent example, no political ideology, no faith, no religion, no Way of Life, no law, no personal
emotion, no judicial decision by any "authority" - whether deemed "legitimate" or not - justifies the taking of another human
life, or the taking of the life of any sentient being, or justifies causing any suffering to any life, human, animal or otherwise.

The truth is that in the past ten years - partly as a result of his experience of and involvement with Islam (and probably also as
result of his decades of work for MI5 as an agent provocateur) - Myatt has developed his own, unique, philosophy, which he calls
The Numinous Way. He is quite open and honest about his past mistakes, and states quite clearly that his philosophy of this
Numinous way is the result of his pathei mathos - his acknowledgement of and his learning from his own mistakes.

Thus, and I quote:

Quote:

"There was, for me, pathei mathos. Due to this pathei mathos, I have gone far beyond any and all politics, and beyond
conventional religion and theology toward what I believe and feel is the essence of our humanity, manifest in empathy,
compassion, personal love and personal honour. Hence, I cannot in truth be described by any political or by any religious label,
or be fitted into any convenient category, just as no -ism or no -ology can correctly describe The Numinous Way itself, or even
the essence of that Way. Therefore, I believe it is incorrect to judge me by my past associations, by my past involvements, by
some of my former effusions, for all such things - all the many diverse such things - were peregrinations, part of sometimes
painful often difficult decades-long process of learning and change, of personal development, of interior struggle and knowing,
which has enabled me to understand my many errors, my multitude of mistakes, and - hopefully - learn from them."
http://www.davidmyatt.info/pathei-mathos/empathic_essence.html

Back to top  

granden
Validated Poster

Joined: 04 Mar 2009
Posts: 12

Posted: Thu Aug 06, 2009 8:29 am    Post subject:

This is all a bit 'one note' raffy.

1) You still haven't told us how you know that David Myatt is only running one website. you claimed to know this here:

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread460793/pg1
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Are you David Myatt?

2) Over on the 'TruthForum':

http://www.truthforum.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=1583&sid=4664394 9697a756a24edeb258645e8ee

you were asked why David Myatt wrote an article sympathizing with David Copeland AFTER David Myatt became a Muslim.
Still no answer.

You keep asking me about David Myatt's involvement with MI5 and you have asked me to publicize a police incident number.
Asking these questions reinforces the impression that you are mentally ill. Please see a doctor before you hurt anyone else.

Back to top  

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Thu Aug 06, 2009 10:03 am    Post subject:

You still haven't answered any of the questions asked, nor provided any evidence, and just yet again indulge in personal
accusations -
argumentum ad hominem - to try and hide your failure to do this.

granden wrote:

You keep asking me about David Myatt's involvement with MI5

Because you never mention this very important and relevant topic - especially on this forum devoted to 9/11 and 7/7, and
especially because of Myatt's conversion to Islam and his previous support for bin Laden.

granden wrote:

and you have asked me to publicize a police incident number.

Because you haven't got one, because you haven't reported your serious accusations against someone to the relevant authorities
because you've not got any evidence and your accusations are just that: malicious and anonymous accusations.

I've asked you in a PM's to PM me it, if you have one - and also gave you the name of a Solicitor where you could send it if you
didn't want to contact me in any way.

That you have not done so speaks for itself.

granden wrote:

Asking these questions reinforces the impression that you are mentally ill.

LOL!

Your comment above, your failure to answer the relevant questions and your failure to provide any evidence, says it all.

Now do please reply with more argumentum ad hominem and more obfustication, while ignoring the questions asked of you.

Back to top  

granden
Validated Poster

Joined: 04 Mar 2009
Posts: 12

Posted: Thu Aug 06, 2009 10:10 am    Post subject:

"The world - and Myatt - have moved on"

I wonder if the world has "moved on" for the surviving relatives of people murdered in Copeland's insane nail-bombings. Easy to
trivialize their suffering isn't it raffy?

Back to top  

granden
Validated Poster

Joined: 04 Mar 2009
Posts: 12

Posted: Thu Aug 06, 2009 10:19 am    Post subject:

Raffy, do you think the world has also "moved on" for Kerri Delacruz?

Did you know raffy, that when the black cowled assailants cut up Kerri Delacruz, they cut her breast open. When the blood
coagulated, they cut her open again. She has a steel rod in her back to support her spine. They cut the back of her pajamas open
and then started hacking away at her operation scar. Anton Long (2006) - Quote "your operation scar - where is it?"
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The youths who attacked Kerri Delacruz were filled with hate for disabled women. They told her she was a "“spastic who should’ve
been drowned at birth”". Anton Long (2006) - Quote "spastics’ should be drowned at birth".

Quote from Gerry Gable of Searchlight Magazine.
"I think you have to look at a young man like Copeland and think here's a young guy who's done terrible damage to our society.
He's killed. He's done terrible damage to himself and his family as well. Who at point (a) is responsible for all of this? Who wrote
those terrible ideas up in that boy's mind? And I think you just go and see who produces this hate material and you know."

Raffy, are you David Myatt?

Back to top  

granden
Validated Poster

Joined: 04 Mar 2009
Posts: 12

Posted: Thu Aug 06, 2009 10:21 am    Post subject:

I haven't answered your questions raffy because they are irrational. Why would I post a police incident number on the internet?
How would I know about any of David Myatt's personal arrangements?
I refer you to my comments on the psychopathic mindset above. You are making matters worse by asking me questions which
will not or cannot be answered.

Back to top  

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Thu Aug 06, 2009 11:01 am    Post subject:

granden wrote:

I haven't answered your questions raffy because they are irrational.

LOL!

Just what is irrational about asking you whether or not you believe that Myatt is or was a covert operative for MI5, as a great deal
of circumstantial evidence seems to indicate?

It is relevant and important question for you to answer, since you have posted dozens upon dozens of posts about Myatt on
dozens of forums, making outrageous accusations against him.

granden wrote:

Why would I post a police incident number on the internet?

Why do you ignore what I said about you privately and in complete confidence contacting a Solicitor whose name I gave you in a
PM, and giving this Solicitor the incident number if you have one?

Because you haven't got such a number.

granden wrote:

You are making matters worse by asking me questions which will not or cannot be answered.

By such statements as this you effectively destroy whatever little credibility you may have had.

Back to top  

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Thu Aug 06, 2009 11:14 am    Post subject:

granden wrote:

Raffy, do you think the world has also "moved on" for Kerri Delacruz?

Yet again you ignore questions asked of you, and the refutation of your arguments, and instead try to hide your failure by asking
irrelevant questions.

You have absolutely no evidence whatsoever linking Anton Long to any attack on this women - it is just a malicious allegation you
have made.

granden wrote:

Anton Long (2006) - Quote "spastics’ should be drowned at birth".
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Just where is there such a quote from Anton Long other than on your blogs? Where is it on the ONA websites? On an ONA blog?
On a blog or site run by ONA fans in America, or Australia?

It isn't anywhere because you made it up.

Furthermore, by posting such a fake quote, you reveal your complete and utter ignorance of Anton Long's writings for and about
the ONA, and your utter ignorance of the writings and deeds of those young people, such as the many in America, influenced by
the ONA, such as WSA352.

For example http://darknessconverges.wordpress.com/

granden wrote:

Raffy, are you David Myatt?

LOL!

Is that the best you can do?

Back to top  

Frank Freedom
Validated Poster

Joined: 01 Feb 2009
Posts: 202
Location: East Tilbury,Essex

Posted: Sat Aug 08, 2009 5:39 pm    Post subject:

Thanks for the a practical demonstration of Technique #3 guys 
_________________
http://www.truthforum.co.uk

The poster previously known as "Newspeak International" and Bri4n on the above site.

Back to top    

raffy
Minor Poster

Joined: 25 Apr 2009
Posts: 13

Posted: Sun Aug 09, 2009 4:55 am    Post subject:

Frank Freedom wrote:

Thanks for the a practical demonstration of Technique

No problem 

"granden" is a serial troll, who has made a nuisance of himself - under a multitude of user names - on scores of forums over the
past few years, posting his rants about his Myatt obsession.

There is one relevant point in my posts reply, though, considering this forum is centered on 9/11 and 7/7 and topics such as
COINTELPRO.

This is whether or not - as some circumstantial evidence indicates - Myatt (the subject of all of "granden's" rants) is or was a
covert MI5 operative.

The obsessed troll refuses to answer this question.

Back to top  
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